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The Giants Have Arrived
by Michael Runtz

Climate change is an irrefutable
phenomenon. Global annual average temperatures have risen
and severe weather events, as
predicted, have increased in frequency. With the change in climate has come a shift in distributions of plants and animals. This
year many Macnamara members
reported sightings in our region
of a southern animal, one that is
a giant of its kind.

Giant Swallowtails were also
found in southern New York where
Prickly Ash was common. But that
plant was found all through New
York and farther north where the
butterflies were absent. Something
apart from food plants was limiting
the northern distribution of the
butterflies. It appears that factor
was hard frosts in September that
killed or severely weakened the
caterpillars.

Those people are seeing a huge
butterfly whose immense wings
are mostly yellow underneath
and black with yellow dotted bars
above. When the butterfly lands
on flowers such as Phlox to drink nectar, its wings never stop
flapping. The creature is a Giant Swallowtail, the largest butterfly in Canada.

Then along came global warming.
When fall and winter temperatures
rose, caterpillars began to survive
farther north. Prickly Ash was
found through much of eastern
Ontario and soon the butterflies crossed the St. Lawrence. I was
extremely excited nine years ago when one of these stunning
butterflies appeared in my backyard on Cranberry Lake.

When I worked in Point Pelee National Park in the early 1980s
I became familiar with Giant Swallowtails. At that time they
were restricted to extreme southwestern Ontario because the
climate was suitable for the caterpillar’s survival and Hop Trees
and Prickly-ashes, both Citrus plants and the caterpillars’ only
food, grew there.

Over the ensuing years Giant Swallowtails have become the
most common butterflies in our gardens. Two years ago I
estimated that more than a dozen individuals were present over
a weeklong period, and I predicted they would soon appear in
the Ottawa Valley. Indeed, a few years ago they began being
seen near Ottawa, and this summer Giant Swallowtails have
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When alarmed, Giant Swallowtail caterpillars flare out
a smelly osmetarium that resembles a snake’s tongue.
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been reported from Arnprior, Kinburn, Fitzroy Harbour, and Dunrobin. On a recent Macnamara Field Naturalists’ Club outing to Marshall’s
Bay, one flew past the cabin of Charles Macnamara!
Look for the caterpillars on Prickly Ash but be aware that they can be easily overlooked, for they closely resemble bird poop! And in
case this camouflage fails to work, the caterpillars have another remarkable defence hidden up their sleeves, or rather inside their
heads. When alarmed, the caterpillar rears up and a reddish forked appendage, which bears an uncanny resemblance to a snake’s
tongue, suddenly shoots out. As if that was not enough to deter a potential predator, the horns (called an osmetarium) smell terribly
bad.
These remarkable defences are no doubt partly responsible for this butterfly’s rapid population explosion. But global warming is the
real reason for its successful push north. Other species of butterflies and other animals (and plants) are moving north but few are as
spectacular as this species.
After all, what is more impressive than a giant?

Giant Swallowtail caterpillars are convincing mimics of bird droppings.
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We’re wild about the Macnamara Trail calendar! Aren’t you?
Our Wild about the Macnamara Trail Calendar is ready for your appreciation and purchase. Have you got your copies yet?
Features of this unique calendar:
 It is the first one ever to be produced by the Macnamara Field
Naturalists’ Club.
 Each of the striking photographs was taken in the vicinity of
Arnprior by Club members.
 All net proceeds from sales of the calendar, which retails for
$15.00, will go towards the expansion of the Macnamara Trail.
The expansion will consist, in part, of a boardwalk spanning the marsh
that borders the northeast portion of the trail which currently has a lookout tower offering a view of the wetland. The trail will then loop back
through more than a kilometre of towering forest and rejoin the current
trail near Lady’s-Slipper Lane. This will make the already marvellous
Macnamara interpretive walking trail one of the finest in Ontario.

Congratulations to our 2013 calendar photographers:
January

Cheryl Baxter

July

Shelley Ball

February

Russ Corbett

August

Brian Carson

March

Rick Cavasin

September

Art Goldsmith

April

Liza Badham

October

Mary Marsh

May

Stephen Duff

November

Ronald Vader

June

Doug Hoy

December

George White
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Nylene Canada Inc. has graciously approved the expansion of the trail
and Golder Associates has provided technical engineering support as a
community service.
You can buy this calendar (and support our Club’s exciting project):
 At our Club meeting—December 3;
 At local businesses;
 From members of the executive;
 Online via PayPal. Save $1.00 on the $2.00 shipping/handling
fee per calendar up until December 1, 2013.

Buy your calendars online here
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Milkweeds Harbour Colourful Characters
by Michael Runtz
This year a couple of widespread phenomena have been observed by Macnamara members. One has been the unprecedented invasion by Giant Swallowtail
butterflies. Another has been the alarming paucity of Monarchs in both their butterfly and caterpillar stages. Almost everyone who has searched milkweeds for
Monarch caterpillars this summer has failed dismally in their efforts.
However, other milkweed insects have been found in good numbers. In particular, a very hairy caterpillar dressed in striking black, orange, and white has been
abundant. The creature – the Milkweed Tussock Caterpillar!
To find these caterpillars all one has to do is look for milkweeds with partly
eaten leaves. You might even find milkweed leaves that have been completely
stripped of all green material with only the veins left intact, looking like a defleshed skeleton. One needs not search long to find the animals responsible for
the defoliation. Milkweed Tussock Caterpillars are generally found sitting in plain
sight but they will hide under leaves when the sun stares down with a particularly hot intensity.
Now, Nature abounds with caterpillars that blend so well into the background
that unless they move they remain undetected. Those caterpillars tend to feed
at night and remain motionless until darkness falls. In complete defiance of the
norm, Milkweed Tussock caterpillars brazenly feed in the daytime, boldly displaying their presence with conspicuously coloured hairs. This species dares
to do what other caterpillars do not for good reason: they are chemically armed
and extremely distasteful to eat!
The chemical deterrent in Milkweed Tussock caterpillar bodies comes directly
from their host plants. Milkweeds contain distasteful cardiac glycosides, chemicals that are conducted through the veins of the leaves. By eating the tissues

The bright colours of Milkweed Tussock caterpillars
warn of a distasteful chemical defence.
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around the veins and not puncturing the latex-carrying canals, young caterpillars avoid encountering most of the toxins. Larger caterpillars employ a different technique: they slice open veins near their base, bleeding them of their defensive liquids and rendering the leaf
blades safe to eat.
Inevitably the caterpillars do ingest some of the plant’s toxins. These, however, are safely stored internally, a feature that makes the
caterpillars distasteful to larger creatures. To notify potential predators of their unpalatable nature, Milkweed Tussock caterpillars bear
conspicuous colours. Their long hairs are also a deterrent to many animals.
After a winter spent in a hairy cocoon, a Milkweed Tussock Caterpillar transforms into a rather plain moth, one that contains the same
chemical protection sequestered during its caterpillar stage. Instead of bright colours, however, the moth advertises its distasteful properties in another, most unusual way. First, as it flies in the night air, a special membrane on its body detects the calls of hunting bats. Before taking evasive action and quickly flying down to the ground to where it hides among the foliage, the alerted moth sends out warning
clicks that audibly tell bats it is not good eat! It has been suggested that the clicks also serve to jam the bat’s radar.
From the caterpillar to the moth stage, the Milkweed Tussock Moth is one complex insect!

empty chrysalis-I’d checked every day,
except the last
This empty chrysalis was once home to a Monarch
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by Joel Byrne
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porcupine love
by Ken Spicer
‘Twas a typical fall evening at Constance Bay. As darkness deepened, Canada Geese could be heard out on the bay quietly discussing world events and, perhaps, deciding which cornfield might prove
rewarding the next day. Soothing, melodious crickets strumming their
banjos soon lulled me to sleep.
It was sometime later when a terrifying shrieking just outside my
window raised me two feet off my bed and left me reaching for the .44
Magnum under my pillow. But as I don’t have a .44 Magnum, I was
obliged to regain my senses without delay.
Choosing a flashlight as an alternative, I bravely ventured into the
night to rescue the suffering. It was somewhat of a relief and rather
a shock to trace the bedlam to a porcupine high in a tree near the
house.
Who knew this is how a demure young female porky subtly announces her coming-of-age availability. This was no “Dear Abby” stuff,
baby—this was headlines, trumpets and flashing red lights. Apparently in porky culture maturity is accompanied by chords like Pavarotti
sitting on a sharp tack.
It occurred to me that thus advised of the opportunity every Tom, Dick
and Harry porky within 10 square miles would respond by stampeding
to this location like a herd of leering lemmings. It was time to discreetly retreat to safety indoors.
Incidentally, according to the literature, when a male porky comes
courting the fair sex, he does so uttering sweet promises in a squeaky
falsetto—throwing in some nasal cooing, snorts, barks and grunts, all
guaranteed to inspire the fire of desire.

In the morning, feeling a tad bedraggled, I thought it advantageous to leave all this behind. So I threw some grub in the car
and headed for my getaway at High Lonesome Nature Reserve
for some required serenity and tranquility. Initially, it did not disappoint. The pleasant sunny day slipped peacefully by and a light
evening breeze teased the maples along the fence row as shadows stretched across the meadow. For some time, I sat watching
the bats deftly feasting on late insect hatchings—soon they would
be abandoning the attic and woodshed for a cosy winter abode in
a nearby cave. With a Barred Owl asking “Who cooks for you?” I
climbed into bed to welcome slumber.
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It just wasn’t to be—it couldn’t last.
A distinctly audible chewing could not be ignored. Dreamily I shuffled to the door to find—you guessed it—a PORCUPINE, busily
devouring the log beam framing the attached wood shed. Let it be
known, rodents detect salt in the timber and most assuredly seek
to satisfy an extraordinary passion for this seasoning agent. Needless to say, several unfriendly suggestions were hurled toward the
beast, which ultimately fled from the scene. I returned to bed, but
sadly, this interruption was to become routine.
A container of creosote was discovered in the barn and this odorous stuff was devilishly lathered on the chewed beam. Guess
what? To the second largest rodent in Canada, a coating of creosote is like maple syrup on pancakes!

It now became WAR! Especially after the 30- to 40-pound uninvited guest began to redesign my nicely painted front steps. Next
I piled wood beside the door and the too frequent visitations were
met with an assault by a partially clad screaming banshee tossing
wood. End of tranquility.
What to do? I could buy a salt block but wouldn’t that encourage all
neighbourhood porkies to drop by?
Is it any wonder farmers complain about the decimation of whole
fields of corn and foresters lament the loss of trees stripped of bark.
Same villain. Annoying.
Have I conceded victory to a rodent?
Having exhausted all other possibilities—scattering dog hair (no
deterrent) and covering steps and beams with chicken wire (which
would promote endless explaining to friends; besides, there are
many beams in the barn and woodshed for toothed carpenters to
choose from)—I am definitely weakening.
Erithizon dorsatum lives five to six years and the youngster whose
photograph is included here is about one and one-half months.
Obviously, the porky game plan is to outnumber the enemy and
exercise extreme persistence with enviable aggravation.
Good plan.
Let us say a truce has been imposed upon me, but I shall entertain
any suggestions. Have to admit… the innocent looking little critter
is almost cute.
Little known fact
Porcupine quills have recently inspired a new type of hypodermic
needle. Thanks to backward-facing barbs on the quills, when
used as needles, they are particularly good at two things –
penetrating the skin and remaining in place.
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A look back at Alexander Wilson, the father of American ornithology
by Roger Bird
Alexander Wilson, a Scottish immigrant who became the father
of American ornithology, was just off the boat when he started his
scientific career by “collecting” – shooting – a Red-headed Woodpecker.
This jarring note for a modern birder happened in July of 1794,
when Wilson was walking from Newcastle, Delaware to Philadelphia, after emigrating from Scotland.
“The first bird that presented itself as he entered the forests of
Delaware … was a Red-headed Woodpecker, which he shot, and
considered the most beautiful bird he had ever beheld,” his friend
and biographer George Ord recorded.
Wilson, then 28, would go on to research, write and illustrate
(color plates which rival Audubon’s), and pedal door-to-door the
multi-volume American ornithology; or, The natural history of the
birds of the United States. He died 200 years ago this August.
He was, like many other new arrivals in that time, a failure in his
homeland looking for a better future in America: a failed weaver
(weaving bored him), and a failed pedlar who paid much attention
to Scotland’s countryside and wildlife and little to the profit-andloss ledger.

Alexander Wilson, American Ornithology; or The natural history
of the birds of the United States, 1808-1814, 1. Maryland yellow
throat. 2. Yellow breasted chat. 3. Summer red bird. 4. Female.
5. Indigo bird. 6. American redstart, pp. 6 ff.

Along the way he supported himself by teaching school, editing
an encyclopaedia, and travelling town to town and door to door
to sell “subscriptions” – payments in advance for the expensive
books coming off the press in Philadelphia.
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The bulk of Ord’s biography consists of Wilson’s own words, mostly
in letters (some topping 5,000 words) to colleagues, friends and
family.
Ord and others who accompanied him in the field praised his focus:
“When in the forests, in pursuit of birds, he was deliberate and attentive – he was, as it were, all eyes, and all ears.”
He travelled thousands of miles “from the shores of the St. Lawrence to the mouths of the Mississippi, and from the Atlantic Ocean
to the interior of Louisiana,” he wrote in the preface to his life’s
work. He did it on foot, horseback and rowboat (720 miles from
the upper reaches of the Ohio to Lexington, Kentucky), shooting
birds for study in an age without binoculars, spotting scopes or field
guides. At first he drew birds by candlelight at home after a day as
schoolteacher in a village on the Schuylkill River, learning as he
went – “the face of an owl, and the back of a lark, have put me to a
nonplus.” Later he did the same in a tent in the wilderness of Kentucky, the Carolinas, the Indiana and Mississippi territories, and all
over the central and eastern states or soon-to-be states.
At first, in his home near Philadelphia, he just wanted to fill the
gaps and correct the errors of European naturalists with “their caricatured figures, fanciful theories, fables and misrepresentations” of
North American wildlife.” By 1804 he was confident enough to write
a friend about “my plan of making a collection of all the birds in this
part of North America.”
Many of those birds were unknown to naturalists.
Returning from a trip to Niagara Falls in late 1804 (two months,
1,200 miles), “I shot a bird of the size of a Mockingbird, which
proves to be one never yet described by naturalists.” Later “I shot
three birds of the Jay kind, all of one species, which appears to be
undescribed.” (Wrong this time: it was a Canada jay, already known
to naturalists.)
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He sent some of his drawings to President (and scientist) Jefferson, who replied,
“The jay is quite unknown
to me,” but on the “general
observation” that all North
American birds and mammals are different species
from similar European ones,
“I conclude with confidence
that your Jay is not a European bird.”
In 1806 he proposed to
Jefferson an expedition by
boat “from Pittsburgh to the
Mississippi, thence to New
Orleans” down the Ohio and
Mississippi rivers “and to
continue my researches by land in return to Philadelphia.” No dice.
Pike, and Lewis and Clark got the nod from the president.
Field work then and now could be frustrating. He wrote about a
nuthatch hunt: “After jumping a hundred fences, and getting over
the ancles in mud, (for I had put on my shoes for lightness,) I found
myself almost at the junction of the Schuylkill and Delaware, without success, there being hardly half an acre of woodland in the
whole neck; and the nuthatch generally frequents large-timbered
woods. I returned home at eight o’clock, after getting completely
wet, and in a profuse perspiration.” (Timberland was being converted to farms; loss of habitat was starting.)
He was critical of some names assigned to new species as naturalists tried to establish standard lists: “A name should, if possible,
be expressive of some peculiarity in colour, conformation, or habit;
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if it will equally apply to two different species, it is certainly an
improper one. Is migratorius an epithet peculiarly applicable to the
robin? Is it not equally so to almost every species of turdus (Latin
for “thrush”) we have?”
The first volume of American Ornithology came out in September
1808. Samples in hand, Wilson headed out on the first of many
trips, “to exhibit his book, and procure subscribers.”
At Princeton “the reverend doctors of the college” left him unimpressed, especially a professor of natural history, who “scarcely
knew a sparrow from a woodpecker.” In Newark, people “repaid
me with the most extravagant compliments [for showing them the
printed book], which I would have very willingly exchanged for a
few simple subscriptions.”
Later he went south, “visiting every city and town of importance” as
far as Savannah, Georgia and met with Jefferson, who impressed
him, in Washington. He found the South disagreeable, and was
dismayed by slavery and its effects on its victims and their owners: “The extreme servility, and superabundance of negroes, have
ruined the energy and activity of the white population.”
And as he travelled, he continued “making excursions with my
gun.” Some casualties would make us flinch: Near Wilmington,
North Carolina, he killed two Ivory-billed Woodpeckers – which
went extinct in the 20th century – and injured a third. “This bird I
confined in the room I was to sleep in, and in less than half an hour
he made his way through the plaster, the lath, and partly through
the weather boards; and would have escaped, if I had not accidentally come in.”
He studied bird behavior as well as anyone could without binoculars, webcams and sound equipment. A bird he called “Catesby’s
Cowpen-bird,” likely a Brown Cowbird, “never builds itself a nest,

but, like the cuckoo of Europe, drops its eggs into the nests of
other birds … I have found no less than six nests this season, with
each a young cow-bird contained in it.”
“As I entered the state of Tennessee … coursing along the rich valley of Manskers creek,
where I again met with large flocks of paroquets … I made some
interesting additions to my stock of new subjects for the Ornithology … many of the birds are altogether new.” Those “paroquets”
were the now-extinct Carolina Parakeet.
A letter from “Natchez, Mississippi Territory” in May 1810 asks
whether drawings he had sent earlier had arrived. The drawings,
which had taken months of work, were never found, a constant risk
in an era of wobbly postal service. This loss came on top of an attack of malaria after too much time in swampy terrain.
To sell subscriptions, he knocked on wealthy doors and talked his
way inside to show his sample volumes. Often he was welcomed.
One householder wrote, “You seem to be travelling for the good of
the world; and I cannot, I will not charge you any thing. Whenever
you come this way, call and stay with me, you shall be welcome.”
But not always. In Haverhill, Mass. during the 1812–14 war, the
locals thought he was a Canadian spy and jailed him until the local
magistrate “dismissed him, with many apologies for the mistake.”
In April 1813 he was elected to the American Philosophical Society
of Philadelphia, published volume 7 of American Ornithology, and
went to New Jersey to work on sea birds. By August, he had completed the text but not the plates for volume 8, but he died of dysentery and overwork on August 23.
Ord took over the almost finished project. Wilson had produced
eight of an eventual nine volumes in just seven years.
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Wild perfumes

by Sheila C. Thomson

M

any years ago, when canoe-camping in the wilderness
with four children, we devised the Rainy Day Sniffing
Game, which became a favourite with all of us. The
game consisted of searching the surrounding woods for
plants with a distinctive odour, and then having family members
try to identify the plants by sniffing them, blindfolded. It was fun,
a challenge, and incidentally we learned something of the flora of
our wild surroundings. But we discovered that we lacked words to
describe subtle differences in perfumes, for example between the
scents of fir and spruce.
I was reminded of this lack of words to describe distinctive smells
in nature, when I came upon a list I had compiled over the course
of several summers, in which I attempted to describe the perfumes
of wild plants as I came across them.
There were a fair number of species that had no perfume. It is
likely that I missed the distinctive perfumes of some of the plants
I tested, because I encountered them when they were not at their
best. Some flowers produce perfume only at a certain stage of their
development, or only at a specific time of day, or possibly only under certain weather conditions. It was surprising to find no trace of
fragrance in Goldthread, or Pipsissewa, or Green Pyrola. Most (but
not all) Hepatica flowers also were lacking in fragrance. I had to
test a dozen or more scentless Hepatica plants in order to find one
or two sweetly perfumed specimens. (Is Hepatica at an evolutionary stage where it is just beginnng to acquire perfume?)

Twinflower, Trailing Arbutus, and One-flowered Pyrola are famous
for their heavenly scent, but I discovered that the common ordinary Water Smartweed also has a lovely fragrance, and a patch
of Partridgeberry scented the air like lilacs. Red Baneberry was
a pleasant surprise, with a soft delightful fragrance. (A friend
described it poetically as suggesting “a gentle young bride.”) Yet
another surprise was finding that Sow-thistle, a weedy ditchling,
is beautifully fragrant.
Not every plant perfume
was pleasing to the human nose. Several species of Viburnum had
scents that ranged from
unpleasant to decidedly disagreeable. The
perfume of stately wild
Angelica was not simply disagreeable. It was
disgusting. I found plant
perfumes that reminded me vaguely of wine (Marsh Cinquefoil),
of licorice (Red Elderberry), or of apple juice (Fragrant Sumac).
Red-flowering Raspberry has a rich penetrating cedar-like odour.
Sweet-flag, Prickly-ash, and Yellow Pondlily are redolent of grated lemon rind. The sliced roots of White Waterlily smell like root
beer. Leatherwood, if sniffed ar the right stage of flowering, tickles
the nostrils with a whiff of cloves.
Photo page 12. Maple-leaved Viburnum Photo page 13. Pickerel weed
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Photos by Mary Marsh
Pickerelweed and Evening
Primrose were the two flowers that topped my list of
memorable discoveries. The
strange evocative perfume of
Pickerelweed reminded me
of the scented glue on the
postage stamps of long ago,
and on envelope flaps for
the elegant notepaper of my
childhood.
As for Evening Primrose, this
had the strangest smell of all.
One tall robust plant, growing
beside an abandoned country
road, reeked of mothballs. I
called my companion, and
with no hint of what I found, I
asked her to smell the yellow flower. “Mothballs!” she gasped, in astonishment. The several
plants of Evening Primrose that I have tested since have had no
perfume at all. Another plant mystery to be solved.
This botanical investigation was short-lived for lack of descriptive
vocabulary for most of the plants tested. (Lilacs smell like lilacs.
Roses smell like roses.) As I consign all those summertime sniffings to the recycle bin, I share the above discoveries on the chance
that they may inspire a more objective investigation by some curious field naturalist.

Angelica: disagreeable, slightly disgusting
Bachelor’s Buttons: (Erigeron): dry musty odour
Red Baneberry: soft, sweet, delightful. “Suggests a gentle young
bride” (Maryann Karsh)
Marsh Cinquefoil: faint perfume, a suggestion of wine
Cranesbill: pleasant distinctive odour suggests apple juice but
slightly perfumed, pleasing, tickling the nostrils
Red Ozier Dogwood: odour heavy, penetrating, not altogether
unpleasant, of salty green salad, slightly musty (to slightly disagreeable)
Round-leaved Dogwood: odour pleasant, of lemon
Gray Dogwood (Cornus obliqua): musty. unpleasant, but with a salty
tang
Gray Dogwood (Cornus racemosa): musty, unpleasant, but with a
salty tang
Canada Elderberry: sweet perfume is slightly peppery
Red Elderberry: sweet heavy perfume, of licorice
Evening Primrose: strongly and decidedly of mothballs! Very objectionable! Eleanor, asked to sniff, without knowing my impression,
said at once, astonished, “Mothballs! “
Clammy Everlasting: a slight pungency, as of medicinal salve
Marsh Fern: a delicious delicate green fragrance that pleases the
nose
Early Goldenrod: a “summertime” perfume, neither sweet nor unpleasant, but smells of summer
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Goldthread: no perfume

Sarsaparilla: mild perfume, barely fragrant (slightly of lemon)

Hepatica: most lacking perfume; an occasional clump sweetly perfumed

Serviceberry, Amelanchier arborea: faintly fragrant with a hint of
something like freshy crushed green bark behind the perfume

Hound’s Tongue: odour musty, salty, unpleasant

Shadbush, Amelanchier sanguinea: per Red Ozier Dogwood, heavy
penetrating odour, but no t

Yellow Ladyslipper: slightly fragrant, not exactly sweet
Case’s Lady’s Tresses: bland sweet heavy perfume, pleasant, suggesting licorice
Slender Lady’s Tresses: faint sweet perfume,faintly of lemon
Leatherwood: slightly spicy, of cloves

Shinleaf: simple sweet perfume as of clover
Spiny Sow-thistle: deliciously fragrant, soft, like baby powder
Cypress Spurge: musty, heavy, salty

Mountain Maple: slightly salty, tickles the nose, not unpleasant

Fragrant Sumac: strong odour of apple juice, very pleasing

Red Maple, male flowers: sweetly perfumed, bland, pleasant, tickling a spot far back in the nostrils, like scratching an itchy spot;
strong, vigorous, positive, altogether unpleasant

Sweet--flag: strong pleasing odour of lemon

Canada Mayflower: a mixture of perfume and something sharp that
irritates the back of the nose.

Maple-leaved Viburnum: musty, but with a salty tang, rather disagreeable
Waterlily roots, sliced: strong odour of root beer.

Milkweed: heavy, dead sweet
Mullein: a lemon-like perfume
Nannyberry: musty, disagreeable, “of goat”
Partridgeberry: fragrant, bland, pleasant (baby powder); large patches in flower, scenting the air like violets
Pipsissewa: no perfume
Green Pyrola: no perfume
Puttyroot: perfume faint, too sweet to be pleasant
Ragweed leaves, crushed: pungent, reminiscent of cedar and
ozonol, not unpleasant
Red-flowering Raspberry: spicy, of cedar
Rue: strong, nippy, but not aromatic; pleasing, vigorous, not fragrant
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Yellow Lady’s-slipper
Cypripedium pubescens var. pubescens
Photo by Dave Forsyth
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A. Goldthread
B. Hepatica
C. Trailing Arbutus
D. Nannyberry - Virbunum lentago
E. Jerusalem Artichoke
F. Pippessawa - Chimaphilia umbellata
G. Mullein
A

B

C

H. Mountain Maple

D

E

F

G

H
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Quiz Time!

A Sonnet in Summer
By Joel E. Byrne
Elusive Monarch Butterfly
Hold still while I try
To catch your image
With a silver trick.
I am not a young bird
Unmindful of your warning,
But a lover of your beauty
Which all too soon will fly.
Elusive Monarch Butterfly—
You sip from purple cups;
Delicate, ephemeral,
Shall we share the honeydew?
Photo by Karen Runtz

Can you identify this plant?
Watch for the answer in our next issue!
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You are free to tantalize,
I am free to love you with my
eyes.
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Invasive Plants 101

By: Danielle Tassie
Project Liaison, Ontario Invasive Plant Council

N

Invasive plants adapt well to
disturbed habitats, and in some
urban and suburban areas,
they may even be the dominant plant. European Buckthorn (Rhamnus cathartica),
Himalayan Balsam (Impatiens
glandulifera), Japanese Knotweed (Fallopia japonica)and
Dog-strangling vine(Cynanchum
rossicum, syn. Vincetoxicum
rossicum) are not only the stuff
of property owners’ nightmares,
but also increasingly common
sights in disturbed areas like
roadsides, old fields, along trails
and forests and in urban and
suburban back yards.

ot all plants are created equally; at least not when we are
moving them around the planet, and not when we consider
the ecological, social and health impacts of exotic or “alien”
plants (plants that originate someplace else).

It is when species – plants, birds, mammals, insects or even viruses
–have the potential to cause environmental, social or economic harm,
that they are considered “invasive.” Species become invasive because they don’t have the same limits on their spread they would have
in their native range; limits like disease, predators and climate.
Ontario has more invasive species (including plants) than any other
Canadian province. This is due to the province’s large and mobile
population, a long history of industrialization, and several ports of
entry.
Plants have been brought here from far reaches of the globe to
be used in gardens, aquariums, and for food, and erosion control.
Through accidental or deliberate release, many of these have become
established in our native ecosystems.

What Plants Are Invasive?
A couple of plants tend to come to mind when we think of invasives.
Purple loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria), which was originally brought
here from Europe for early settlers’ flower gardens, became a “poster
child” for invasive plants, when after many decades in North America,
it began to overrun wetlands, shorelines, and pastures.

Another plant that is becoming all too common in Ontario is Garlic
Mustard (Alliaria petiolata), a plant brought over from Europe as a
culinary herb, which now covers large swaths of forests and roadsides.

Invasive plants, Garlic Mustard (Alliaria petiolata) foreground
and invasive Honeysuckle (Lonicera) background, alongside a
recreational trail. Photo by: Danielle Tassie

About the OIPC:
The Ontario Invasive Plant Council is a collaboration of organizations
and individuals with the common goal of working together to
ensure Ontario’s biodiversity, economy and society are protected
from the adverse impacts of invasive plants. For more information,
including how to become a member of the OIPC, please visit: www.
ontarioinvasiveplants.ca
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Impacts of Invasive Plants
The impacts of invasive plants can be devastating to forests, wetlands, meadows, parks, agricultural lands, and to fish and wildlife
habitat.
From an ecological perspective, invasive plants, like all invasive species, threaten biodiversity. Without the natural controls of their ecosystems, exotic invasive plants can grow rapidly and out-compete
native wildlife and plants for space, sunlight, water, and nutrients.
This is true of both terrestrial and aquatic species.
In his book “Bringing Nature Home. How You Can Sustain Wildlife
with Native Plants”, Professor Douglas Tallamy illustrates the poor
relationship that exotic invasive plants have with our native wildlife
and insects. In other words, plants that have evolved in a far off
ecosystem do not provide much in the way of food, shelter or habitat
for species already established here. Referring to plants imported for
their horticultural value, Tallamy further illustrates the problem “…..
many of the alien plants that have succeeded in North America are a
subset that were imported specifically because of their unpalatability
to insects”.
Invasive plants also come with a hefty price tag. Everything from
monitoring for them, prevention measures, management, removal,
and restoration costs, add up to big money for conservation organizations, governments, land managers and home owners. In some
cases, they can even affect property values.
Invasive plants can impede our use of natural areas, reducing recreational activities such as fishing, boating, swimming, and hiking.
There is an aquatic plant called Water soldier (Stratiotes aloides),
commonly sold in garden and aquarium stores, which has been
found along the Trent River in central Ontario. This large plant, that
looks a lot like Aloe Vera, has long, sharp serrated edges that pose a
risk to swimmers, as well as forming dense stands that impede boating and angling in an area that relies heavily on tourism and recre18
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ation. In some extreme cases, invasive plants also bring health risks.
The headline grabber in this category is Giant Hogweed (Heracleum
mantegazzianum); a plant in the carrot family that can grow 6 meters
tall and contains a sap that causes burn like rashes, and even blindness!

Bullies in the Garden
The invasive plants closest to home for most of us are those in our
gardens. Horticultural standards like Periwinkle (Vinca minor), English Ivy (Hedera helix), and Goutweed (Aegopodium podagraria) look
great in the flowerbeds, but if they escape the confines of our yards,
they can wreak havoc on ravines, shorelines and forests.
This photo from the City of Toronto shows a ravine that has been
overrun by Goutweed, crowding out native plants, and offering little
food or habitat in return.

24th Edition
This picture shows an area infested with English Ivy. Infestations
like the ones in these photos are often the result of dumping of yard
waste, or plants spreading through seeds or roots into nearby natural
areas.

Trees can also be invasive, and many of the species we see in our
cities and towns, are exotic species chosen because they are hardy,
drought and pest tolerant and able to adapt to a variety of conditions.
Unfortunately, these are also the traits that allow a plant to become
invasive. Norway maple is just one example, and landowners considering planting a tree are encouraged to look to the native maples,
such as Silver or Sugar (Acer spp) or Hackberry (Celtis occidentalis). These shifts in gardening choices may seem small, but they are
a very important step in preventing the often irreversible impacts of
invasive plants!
What You Can Do to Prevent the Spread of Invasive Plants:
Learn to identify and manage invasive plants on your property. Remove plants early, when the infestation is small and manageable.

Photo by
Chris Evans,
Bugwood.org
The good news is that increasingly, we are becoming aware of the
issue and the steps we can take to prevent the spread of invasive
plants. Governments and conservation organizations are creating
policies and strategies to address invasive plants. There is much we
can do as individuals as well. In the garden, for example, there is no
shortage of beautiful native and non-invasive plants that can be used
in place of more harmful horticultural invasives. We`ve mentioned
a few of the invasive ground covers readily available–Goutweed,
Periwinkle and English Ivy. There are native alternatives to these that
can serve the same purposes in the garden, without the invasive potential; plants such as Wild ginger, Wild strawberry, Running euonymus and Canada anemone, to name just a few.

Dispose of yard waste in the garbage. Never dump unwanted plants
into natural areas.
Garden with native or non-invasive plants. Download a copy of the
OIPC’s Grow Me Instead guides for Northern and Southern Ontario.
The guides give you a list of horticultural plants with invasive potential and offers non-invasive alternatives for similar uses and habitats.
http://www.ontarioinvasiveplants.ca/index.php/gardenersandhorticulturalists
Watch our Garden Invaders & Garden Savers video series, which introduces you to common horticultural invasives and their non-invasive
alternatives! https://www.youtube.com/user/Oninvasives/videos
Look Before You Leave! Invasive plants can be spread to new areas
through hiking and camping gear, boots, pets, recreational boats, and
firewood. Inspect and clean equipment before travelling into a new
area, and buy firewood locally.
Download Ontario’s Best Management Practices for help with identification and controlling of invasive plants. http://www.ontarioinvasiveplants.ca/index.php/managecontrol
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Save the Salamanders... walking in Matt Ellerbeck’s shoes

M

att Ellerbeck is someone who has always loved
reptiles & amphibians. As a child he spent his summers in swamps and forests hoping to share some
time with these fascinating creatures. In doing so,
salamanders were an animal that he often encountered. He
first observed these animals at a young age, and was instantly fascinated and enthralled with them. Years later, Matt’s
passion has never waned, and he is now a salamander conservationist who focuses mainly on outreach education to help
promote the conservation and protection of these amphibians.
A sobering fact: half of the world’s salamander species are in
decline and many are headed for extinction.
The guest speaker at our October meeting, Matt delivered a
true show and tell. He had no need of slides—his passion got
his points across loud and clear; then he walked patiently row
through row, letting us see some of these some of these fascinating creatures up close, all the while answering questions
along the way.
Matt’s website at savethesalamanders.com is a hub of information on the threats these animals are facing and how the
everyday average person can help with their protection and
recovery such as by making informed decisions, behavioral
changes, taking on habitat management and stewardship
activities.
One easy way to help salamanders: Don’t handle them!
The oils & salts from human hands can harm sensitive
amphibian skin.
20
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Matt asked for extra space between the rows so he could show us the
salamanders up close—especially exciting for the Young Macnamas in
attendance.

Learn more about salamanders and how you can help at:
http://www.savethesalamanders.com/how-you-can-help.html
https://www.facebook.com/SaveTheSalamanders
http://youtube/3OrNlJJBq-U

24th Edition

“We cannot win this battle to save species and environments without forging an emotional bond between
ourselves and nature as well - for we will not fight to save what we do not love.” Stephen Jay Gould

Yellow-spotted Salamander

Blue Salamander

Smallmouth salamander

Leadback Salamander
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The Log Cabin
by Alison Stein

NOTE: The Steins extended the same hospitality to Macnamara
Club members on their most recent outing to the cabin, in midAugust 2013.

Charlie Macnamara was a naturalist and an amateur scientist. In
order to pursue his interest in nature study and to use the woods
close to Arnprior, he built himself a small stopping-off place that he
called “The Log Cabin.”
In 1990, my husband, David, and I had the good fortune to have
members of the Macnamara Field Naturalists’ Club visit the cabin
for the annual outing through the Nopiming Game preserve. It was
a very cold Sunday in early January, but we all had a sandwich,
some hot soup, and a good fire, and I reminisced about my knowledge of Charlie’s use of the cabin. These ideas I thought I might
put down for The Lady’s-Slipper, and along with part of an essay
written by my brother-in-law, Martin Hunter, they might provide
the present-day naturalists with some information about Charles
Macnamara and this small dwelling place in the woods.
The log cabin was built in the late fall of 1909 and the winter of
1910. The logs were of white pine with squared-off timber ends.
The wood was given by McLachlin Brothers, the lumbering company that Charlie worked for throughout this life. Charlie designed
and oversaw the construction of the cabin and he photographed
the men who made the cabin: Baptiste Charbonneau, Severe St.
Jules, Eugene Grenier, Edward Diener and Henry Mallette. The
stone mason who constructed the large stone fireplace and chimney was John Rowe. The costs were all carefully accounted for in
one of Charles’s notebooks.
Charles in front of the Log Cabin fireplace, December 22, 1912
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The inside of the cabin was lined with rough planks of white pine
and the floor was also of pine planks. There were three windows,
one each to the north, east and west; and ventilation was provided
by the small openings at the top of the structure as well as the front
and back door that, when opened, provided a good cross-draught.
A small Findley stove as well as the fireplace provided heat for
cooking and warmth. The cathedral ceiling gave this little house a
very pleasant proportion, and it appeared spacious and quite perfect.
Charles was 4o years old at the time he built the Log Cabin. He
seemed to take a real interest in providing the cabin with amenities.
He bought the Quebec-style furniture from a furniture maker in Hull.
He painted the spokes of the chairs in alternating colours of yellow
and green to go with the set of tin pots and pans that he hung on
the wall. At times, the paint job appeared garish, but when asked
about his decorating style, he said, “This is to please the shantyman in me.”
The décor and the look of the interior was homespun and of simple
design. He outfitted a small kitchen and his niece, Jean, helped
him choose a set of dishes. However, he rarely cooked there, and
we don’t think that he actually ever slept in the narrow bed overnight. The tablecloth was of yellow oil cloth and the cushions on the
chairs were of stripped yellow, brown and beige material, a small
chest kept a few clothes away from the mice.
On the mantelpiece were four candlesticks given to Charlie by
Mr. H.FR. McLachlin, the president of McLachlins Lumbering, and
Colonel Johnson, the chief engineer for McLachlin’s gave him the
Ojibway motto that later was used to name the game preserve that
Charlie worked so hard to create: “No-piming-endad jawen-imid” or
“The dweller in the woods is always happy.” A frequent visitor to the

cabin in the early years was Mr. Armond Burwash, who was also
a naturalist and spent time exploring the bush. One of Charlie’s
best photographs is of Armie Burwash in front of the log cabin fire
dressed up in mukluks and a lumberman’s coat. The photograph
was named “The Habitant,” and was a carefully orchestrated piece
of photography using a flashlight to provide the appearance of a
fire.
There were several routes down to the Log Cabin, over the ice in
wintertime, or along the boom camp trail via Goodwin’s Bay, or
down through the Brown farm, Mackie’s Bush and the Elliott’s farm
to the east end of Chats Lake.
Over the years the log cabin was not only a resting place for lunch,
but it seems to have provided a place for many photographic studies. There were many photographs of Judith Cunningham (now
Hunter) as a child at the cabin. Charlie would entertain her by having her read to him, and by giving her a cookie now and again.
The last time I was with Uncle Charlie was on the Labour Day
weekend in 1944. He wanted to take a group photograph of my
family, and we all lined up on the porch—my father, Frank Cunningham; me; Judith; Jamie; and my mother, Jean. My memory
of that time was of my great-uncle’s profound quietness and inner
strength.

Want to see more photos of Charles Macnamara, his
activities and surroundings? Take a virtual tour of the 118
photos in the Charles Macnamara Retrospective, part of
the Arnprior McNab/Braeside Archives.
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Local Trends in Bird Return Dates

by Karen Krueger

Since 1988, I’ve been keeping track of the dates when various birds arrived in the spring at my property at 227 Kedey Street in Fitzroy
Harbour, with the exception of a few years when I was away.
The graphs below show the dates for a few select birds for which I had the most complete data, based on my casual observations
(very unscientific). Data includes up to 2011 only, but I’ve included the 2012/13 data beside each chart.
Interestingly, I haven’t seen a Brown-headed Cowbird here since 2004, although they used to arrive in great numbers with the other
spring blackbirds.
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Red-winged Blackbird
Photo by Michael Runtz
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(Water Open: 19-Mar. 2013: 15-Mar. Geese arrived: 2012: 7-Mar. 2013: 11-Mar.)

Canada Geese
Photo by Michael Runtz
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Tree
Swallow
Photo by
Michael
Runtz

I wonder if this opposite trend in Tree Swallows is caused by the declining population in
our area? I stopped counting them because I
rarely see them here anymore. They started
to decline in numbers after a subdivision was
built over their former spring feeding grounds
near the oxbow in the Carp River.
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And for the gardeners. (Data
may be skewed by changes in
the types of daffodils over the
years, early vs. late etc.)

Photo by Karen Runtz
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Late spring/early summer field trips 2013

A.

B

C

A. Butterfly Outing—Burnt Lands. Getting close: Suzanne Monnon
B. Constance Creek Canoe Trip. Suzanne Monnon, Maureen Carrier, Linda Lackner.
Photo: Mark Guzewski
C. Stewartville Fen. Foreground: Art Goldsmith, Peter O'Connell, Brian Carson. Photo:
Karen Runtz
D. Dragonflies at Morris Island Conservation Area. Art Goldsmith looking at a Slaty
Skimmer Libellula incesta dragonfly with Harry Adams’ Odonata research and photography
partner Janet Nelson.. Photo: Maureen Carrier
A big thank you to all our field trip leaders, bloggers, photographers and organizers.

D
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Dragonflies at Morris Island Conservation Area
by Art Goldsmith

With Odonate experts Harry Adams and partner Janet Nelson, we set out to identify any
dragonflies and damselflies we could find along the causeway through Morris Island on a
sun-warmed late morning in mid-August. Our field trip also included a damselfly expert from
the Pembroke Club (Christian Renault) who identified the following damselflies: Sweetflag
and Slender Spreadwings, along with many of the skimmers we expect to see. Only Bluets
were present in strong numbers.
Also, of importance, our leader Harry Adams has been involved in population studies of
Odonates at Lac Dore, in Renfrew County. He mentioned an alarming drop, over the years,
in populations, but not diversity. Last year’s drought has had significant downward effects on
populations in the Ottawa Valley. Our field trip observations added to the evidence, as we
recorded very low numbers of dragonflies and damselflies.
The small and enthusiastic group set out along the Morris Island road and trails, and found
the following:

Maureen Carrier’s grandson, Jasper, ready to help
net a dragonfly or two under the Morris Island sign.
Photo by Maureen Carrier.

Slaty Skimmer Libellula incesta
Widow Skimmer Libellula luctosa
White-faced Meadowhawk Sympetrum obtusum
Eastern Pondhawk male and female Erythemissimplicicollis
Autumn Meadowhawk male and female Sympetrum vicinum
Hallowe’en Pennant male and female Celithemis eponina
Calico Pennant male Celithemis elisa
Common Whitetail Plathemis lydia
Twelve-spotted Skimmer Libellula pulchella
Unidentified Darner species
Powdered Dancer Argia moesta
Sweetflag Spreadwing Lestes forcipatus
Twelve-spotted Skimmer
Slender Spreadwing Lestes rectangularis
Libellula pulchella. Photo by Art Goldsmith
Spotted Spreadwing Lestes congener

Harry and Janet’s website,
http://www.pursuitofpixels.com/,
is a marvelous reference and resource for
those wishing to identify local Odonata.
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The Stewartville Fen

July’s field trip to the Stewartville Fen was limited to
just 20 participants. Led by Michael Runtz, we trod
with reverence through the fragile peatland.
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Clockwise:
Grass Pink: Calopogon tuberosus
Flowers of Pitcher Plant with (pink) Rose Pogonias
Pitcher Plant: Sarracenia purpurea
Showy Lady’s-slipper: Cypripedium reginae
Tall White Bog Orchid: Platanthera dilatata

Photos by Nikki Moreau
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Geotour of the Macnamara Trail
The second Saturday in November brought 19 hardy folk to the
Macnamara Trail to study some of
its geological features.
Trip leader Dave Forsyth has
done extensive research on the
trail and has posted a self-directed
guide on the Club's website. See
"Macnamara Trail," "Geology Field
Guides."

Memberships Matter
Please JOIN or RENEW your membership for 2013/14 even if
you are too busy to fully participate now. Membership matters!
Annual memberships run from September 1 through
August 31 and include monthly meetings (September to June),
guided field trips and Club communications. The cost of an
individual membership is $25. Family memberships cost $30
and apply to couples or families in the same household. NEW
THIS YEAR: online registration and payment via PayPal.

Dave Forsyth

I go to nature to be soothed and healed,
and to have my senses put in order.
John Burroughs
More photos on the Macnamara website.

Liza Badham
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And a good time was had by all—
at the 2013 Macnamara banquet
Clockwise: Page 32
Cathy Stewart, Mary Jack
Liza Badham, Doug Cass
Monique Boivin
Art Goldsmith, Maureen Carrier, Cathy
Stewart, Olga Janoska
Clockwise: Page 33
Linda Lackner, Michael Runtz
Art Goldsmith, Ron Tozer
Brad Carrier, Laura Kosmaci, Ron Tozer
Michael Runtz, Jeff Skevington, Ron Tozer
Joel Byrne
Mary Marsh, Paul Charette
Clockwise: Page 34
George White, Alicia Salyi,Shannon Mills
John Grierson, Paul Carrier, Jan Mansfield
Cathy Merritt
George White, Alicia Salyi, Ann Mayall
Alicia Salyi, Shannon Mills, Carl Leesti
Kathleen Teahen, David Hinks
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Photos by Karen Runtz
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Don’t miss any of our updates on Facebook

facebook.com/macnamarafieldnaturalists
Connect and share your
knowledge and love of
nature between meetings. Post your observations, experiences
and photos, like the
one Cheryl Prang-Baxter
shared of a “Grouse aka
Partridge in an apple
tree. ”

Did you know that fans of Facebook pages with less than a thousand fans
are only shown on average some 8% of the page’s posts in their news feed?
That means even if you have “liked” our Club page, Facebook is only
showing you a small portion of what we post. You can change that in
three easy steps.

And if you’ve been
missing out on Michael
Runtz’s weekly Nature’s
Way column, you can
find it on our page at.

Photo by Cheryl Prang-Baxter

facebook.com/macnamarafieldnaturalists

Don’t miss any of our updates:
1. Visit the page and hover your mouse over the LIKE button. Select
“Get notifications.”
2. Click on Settings and 3. select “All Updates.”
Now you’ll always receive the latest via notifications…and receive more of
them in your news feed too.
The “all updates” doesn’t actually get you all the updates but it’s better than
the 8% you’re getting now.
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Founded in 1984
President: Michael Runtz
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MFNC Objectives
To familiarize people with the natural history of the
area. to encourage appreciation, preservation and
conservation through education, field trips, and
Club projects.

Photo by Karen Runtz

dancing down the wind
two yellow leaves, butterflies
just for a moment
by Joel Byrne

The Lady’s-Slipper is a semi-annual publication of
the MFNC. Thank you to all who contributed and to
the many volunteers who help our Club in so many
ways.
Editor, Design & Production
Karen Runtz
Copyright 2013
ISSN 1718-3332

The recent snowfalls remind us that winter is close at hand. When you are out exploring the
often silent vistas this winter, be sure to pause for a moment or two and marvel at the many
different ways our summer life has adapted to survive this beautiful but often brutal season.
To all a very Merry Christmas and a bountiful New Year, and as always, GOOD NATURALIZING!
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